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Planning for the Best-Case Scenario: Infectious Pandemic Surge and the
Intensive Care Unit Program
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Abstract
We currently face a third wave of a COVID-19 Pandemic that threatens to incur more devastating losses than the
previous two. The need for an Intensive Care Unit (ICU) that is planned for response to an infectious pandemic surge
in a manner that is financially and operationally practical to implement is urgent at present.
The following Space and Functional Programs, outlining the recommendations for a 12-Bed Infectious Pandemic
Surge Intensive Care Unit, draw on hours of research gathered from official guidelines, task force recommendations,
scientific reports, media coverage of the COVID-19 Pandemic, and a series of interviews with front-line providers,
patients, experts, and Perkins&Will healthcare leaders actively working to find solutions to overwhelming problems
faced during the first two waves of the pandemic.
To meet the overall additional space need for a 12-Bed Intensive Care Unit to practically respond to an infectious
pandemic surge, a modest eight percent increase in departmental gross square footage (over the size of a traditional
unit) must be allowed for. To achieve this, the assets provided in a traditional Intensive Care Unit design must be
leveraged to provide specialized functions during times of infectious pandemic surge. This means that many of the
components that make up the regular Intensive Care Unit will have dual-functions—one during regular operations
and one during infectious pandemic surge.
Keywords: infectious, pandemic, intensive care unit, surge capacity, COVID-19, medical planning

1.0 Introduction
This investigation is a response to the great need for
critical care infectious pandemic surge preparedness
painfully exemplified by the 2020 March through June
COVID-19 response in New York City. Despite numerous
quiet warnings published by disaster preparedness
organizations and think tanks over the last ten years,
outlining a coming infectious respiratory pandemic
resulting in dire shortages of life-saving equipment like
personal protective equipment (PPE) and ventilators,
we simply are not ready. During the 2020 spring surge,
hospital ICU’s overflowed, many people were turned
away, and others who would normally be treated in
the ICU chose the risky option of self-treating at home
to avoid potentially dangerous conditions at the city’s

hospitals. When hospitals become places to fear instead
of places to turn to in times of need, we must change
the paradigm.

1.1 What Are We Planning For?
Determining this might seem simple and obvious but in
fact, this task is exceedingly difficult. One could argue
that this is the most difficult task in planning. The first
part of this investigation seeks to define the parameters
for an Infectious Pandemic Surge Space and Functional
Program for an Intensive Care Unit—something practical
and evidence based that clients and designers can learn
from, can afford, and can implement.
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1.2 Developing and Communicating the
Planning Strategy

2.2 Interviews
Subsequent to the first wave of COVID-19 infections
referenced above, interviews were conducted with frontline providers, patients, experts, and healthcare design
leaders who were actively involved with clients and other
design industry professionals in developing responses to
the needs generated by the COVID-19 Pandemic.

When trying to plan for a complex, clinical response to
a rapidly spreading pandemic caused (in the case of
COVID-19) by an unfamiliar pathogen, this task becomes
exponentially more difficult.
The objective of this research was to provide helpful,
practical recommendations, informed by expert
experience and clinical practice. The study focused on
the simplest module—one 12-Bed Intensive Care Unit
(ICU) and, by extension, some of the pieces that link
to the unit. These include the patient room and some
elements of the hospital as a whole including—patient
circulation, waiting rooms, operating rooms, etc.

2.2.1 Interviewees
Front-Line Providers
ǌ Physicians treating COVID-19 patients
ǌ Nurses treating COVID-19 patients
ǌ Hospital Department Directors

The recommendations outlined in this document
are presented in the form of a Functional Program,
which includes prescriptive recommendations and
diagrams, and a Space Program, which lists all required
functions by category and outlines their size in terms of
square footage.

COVID-19 Patients
Experts
ǌ Principal—technology consulting firm
ǌ Senior Director—medical equipment planning
consulting firm, Registered Nurse, and former
Operating Room Manager

Additionally, included in the Functional Program are—
Case Studies, Contributor Wish Lists, excerpts from
interviews, and expert input on specialized topics (i.e.,
logistics, mechanical systems, technology, equipment).

ǌ Executive Vice President—logistics consulting firm
Perkins&Will Healthcare Leaders

2.0 Methods

ǌ Regional Healthcare Practice Leader

2.1 Research/Data Gathering

ǌ Medical Planner

This article incorporates hours of research gathered
from official guidelines, task force recommendations,
scientific reports and the work of other people trying
to answer related questions. It also incorporates media
coverage of the COVID-19 Pandemic, which is active
during the writing of this paper, and lessons learned
from participation in the following task forces that
worked aggressively to create surge beds during the first
wave of infections that hit the US from March through
June in 2020:

ǌ Healthcare Operations + Strategic Planning Executive,
Registered Nurse, and former Chief Nursing Officer
ǌ Regional Healthcare Director
ǌ Senior Medical Planner, Registered Nurse, and former
Emergency Department Director

2.2.2 Interview Format
The interviews followed a documentary-style format
which is designed to be spontaneous, investigative, and
exploratory. Interviews were based on a framework of
standard questions but were structured to allow the
conversation to take its course based on the interview
subject’s answers and expertise.

ǌ Governor Cuomo’s Greater New York Hospital
Association Task Force with a focus on retrofit of
alternate care sites
ǌ The Los Angeles Perkins and Will Office COVID-19
Task Force with a focus on modular facilities.
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Step 3: Develop solutions which address needs and
incorporate the most innovative thinking available in
the industry.

The questions were designed to capture the following:
ǌ The subject’s recent personal experiences coping with
the COVID-19 Pandemic

Step 4: Vet the solutions with the users and experts
involved. In this case, vetting involved follow-up
conversations and reviews of the draft report.

ǌ Lessons learned during the recent COVID-19 Pandemic
with regards to patient/staff wellbeing, operational
procedures, infection control and surge capacity
ǌ Recommendations for adapting ICU design and overall
pertinent hospital support infrastructure to respond to
a future infectious pandemic.

3.0 Identifying the Need
3.1. Infectious Pandemic Surge

Some standard questions included:

3.1.1 Infectious Pandemic—What to Prepare for Next

ǌ What crucial lessons did you learn about clinical
practice, operations, and space needs during the
recent COVID-19 Pandemic? What worked and what
did not work?

Recent large scale infectious events have included
such disparate pathogens as HIV/AIDS, Ebola, those
generated by the threat of bioterrorism, and COVID19. Designing a 12-Bed ICU that has the capacity
and flexibility to handle a wide variety of potential
pathogens, with special emphasis on the most likely
pathogens, is the strategy advocated by this program.

ǌ Separation of infectious patients from the rest of
the population within a hospital is key. This includes
getting them to the unit(s) and allowing them to
access diagnostic and treatment facilities that cannot
be brought to the bedside. What tactics do you see as
being successful in this regard?

It is chilling to read the 2017 Johns Hopkins Bloomberg
School of Public Health Center for Health Security’s
paper, The Characteristics of Pandemic Pathogens, on
the heels of New York City’s recent COVID-19 pandemic
surge. The report defines Global Catastrophic Biological
Risk (GCBR) pathogens as microorganisms (natural
or created) that could lead to sudden, extraordinary,
widespread disaster beyond the collective capability
of national and international governments and the
private sector to control.1 GCBR’s have the capacity
to cause great suffering, loss of life, and sustained
damage to political and economic infrastructures. The
novel coronavirus checks all the boxes for a GCBR-Level
Pandemic Pathogen.

ǌ What are the biggest challenges in terms of supplies
and equipment in situations like these?
ǌ What do you think are the most important functions/
elements that should be provided in a 12-Bed Infectious
Pandemic Surge ICU Unit? In an ICU patient room?
ǌ What is the most successful way to support patients,
families, and staff?
ǌ What is on your wish list going forward?

2.3 Planning Process

In determining which organisms are likely candidates for
GCBR’s, it is important not to rely on historical pathogen
list-based approaches, such as creating a list of the 10
worst pandemics of all time.1 One of the key criteria for a
virulent GCBR is that there is no known cure. This would
rule out something like the Bubonic Plague, which can
now be cured with antibiotics, or even Malaria, which is
hypothesized to have killed half of all humans who have
ever lived over time.¹ Figure 1 depicts a list of the most
likely candidates for the next pandemic.

The development of the Space and Functional
Programs followed a traditional Medical Planning User
Group Process.
Step 1: Interview the users (the people who are going to
use the end-product) to determine their needs.
Step 2: Interview experts and leaders in the field for best
practices and recommendations.
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Figure 1: The most likely candidates for the next pandemic.

3.1.2 Surge

As a GCBR-Level Pandemic Pathogen, COVID-19 spread
quickly through respiratory transmission during its
incubation period in a population with no immunity.
Front-line physicians and hospital staff, who had never
encountered anything like this before, took heroic
measures but were unable to stem the tide of patients
dying in their care.

Surge is defined as a sudden, unanticipated escalation
in health system demand caused by exceptional
events.2 Surge events affect critical care in a variety of
ways depending on the onset, impact, and duration
of the incident. Sudden impact events tend to affect
Emergency Department services more acutely but the
impact to critical care and Surgical Services can last for
days or even weeks afterward. Slow-onset disasters,
like hurricanes or pandemics, pose the challenge of
maintaining a sustained critical care response over
weeks and months—sometimes even years. These events
tend to have more impact on the ICUs as patients are
transferred from the Emergency Department and may
need ongoing care for an extended period of time.3

Shortages of Staff/Supplies: In the face of the massive
surge, New York hospitals quickly ran short of staff and
supplies. At one prominent New York hospital, leaders
estimated that about a third of the doctors and nurses
were out sick. Inundated critical care units depleted
the hospital’s inventory of key essentials like protective
plastic gowns, sedatives for patients on ventilators,
and key blood pressure medications. The sense of
tragedy was heightened even further when members
of the staff circulated an online video showing a forklift
hoisting a body into a refrigerated trailer right outside
the hospital.⁵

3.1.3 Case Study: Infectious Pandemic Surge—New York
City, COVID-19
Overwhelming Loss of Life: Estimates put the number
of pre-COVID ICU beds in New York City at 1,600. As of
June 28, 2020, the City had 212,000 confirmed cases
of COVID-19 and nearly 55,000 patients had been
hospitalized. A substantial percentage of these patients
required critical care. Lower-income communities were
especially afflicted.4

Equipment/Infrastructure Failures: Critically ill patients’
need for dialysis and for ventilators far exceeded
hospitals’ baseline capacities and the available
supply chain inventory. Oxygen tanks were strained or
malfunctioning.⁶ One private hospital in the City had to
be partially evacuated as its oxygen supply broke down.
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3.2 Planning for Chaos

and order are inextricably intertwined. In the midst of
order, there is chaos but more importantly, in the midst
of chaos, there is order.8 Planners can leverage this
order to incorporate preparedness into their space and
functional programs.

“No strategist in a million years could have predicted
that New York City would be crippled to the point of
needing tents in Central Park because every ICU bed was
filled with COVID patients.”

With a pandemic, patient volumes are inherently
unpredictable. In the spring of 2020, the patients being
treated at New York Presbyterian, a 1200 bed hospital,
were 100 percent COVID-19 ICU acuity level patients at
one point. The existing framework for surge response to
pandemics such as these is a continuum with thresholds
that distinguish conventional surge from contingency
surge and crisis surge.9, 10 The continuum is recognized
by such organizations at the World Health organization
(WHO) and the Centers for Disease Control and
Prevention (CDC). Figure 2 presents a matrix of factors
that serve to define the continuum thresholds:

- Healthcare Operations + Strategic Planning Executive,
Registered Nurse, and former Chief Nursing Officer

3.2.1 Chaos
In the face of an infectious pandemic surge, how does
one plan for the chaos? The type of pandemic, its
magnitude, and where and when it will occur are all
unpredictable. Pandemics can draw down local and
global resources in complex and unexpected ways.7
Experts in chaos theory, however, point out that chaos

Figure 2: Surge response continuum.
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ǌ Conventional surge response targets are generally
achieved using available resources.

ǌ Tiered staffing structures were implemented, with
ICU doctors and nurses leading teams of non-ICU
providers. This approach significantly expanded
capacity to deliver high-quality critical care.

ǌ A contingency surge response usually requires critical
care to be provided in non-traditional hospital
areas (such as Post Anesthesia Care Units) and must
incorporate community or regional resources.

ǌ Manual proning (turning a patient over or turning
a patient on their side) was performed under the
direction of surgical teams with experience performing
the maneuver in the operating room.

ǌ A crisis surge response, like the one seen in New York
City during March through June, in 2020, forces a
portion of critical care outside the hospital setting into
temporary alternate care sites and relies on national
stockpiles and networks of resources

ǌ Anesthesia physicians and nurses, who were not
working due to a shut-down of the City’s operating
rooms, performed endotracheal intubations and
obtained vascular access. This liberated ICU physicians
from those tasks and thus expanded their capacity for
patient care.

3.2.2 Case Study: Planning for Chaos - New York
City, COVID-19

Creative Logistics: The hospital supply chain is a
very complex network of resources, which includes
distributers, group-purchasing organizations, integrated
delivery networks, hospital supply chain organizations
and physicians. The complexity brings performance
risk along with it. The current operational just-in-time
approach, where hospitals rely on daily deliveries, failed
during the New York City COVID-19 surge and creative
logistical methods were employed to provide life-giving
items like ventilators and PPE: passenger aircrafts were
put into freight service, production lines were converted
over to produce needed medical products, and
communities banded together to hand produce masks
and other products.13

Rapid Expansion of Capacity: As the number of cases
rose in New York, hospitals carried out plans to greatly
expand critical care capacity. At baseline, one NY
hospital network had an ICU capacity of around 300
beds. At the peak of the spring 2020 COVID-19 surge,
the network was caring for 1,000 ICU patients. A hospital
in the Bronx increased from its baseline ICU capacity of
34 up to a capacity of 195.
Hospitals in the New York metropolitan area took the
following measures to increase surge capacity during
the first wave of the COVID-19 pandemic:
ǌ Primary Intensive care unit (ICU) spaces were identified
and upgraded as needed
ǌ New ICU spaces were created in emergency
departments and other inpatient units.

3.3 Why the ICU?
“The recent pandemic surge in New York City was the
most devastating medical scenario I have experienced
in 40 years. We were dealing with a virtual tsunami level
of illness with incredible mortality associated with it.
During the peak, our facilities had transformed into large
ICUs. There were 2700 COVID patients in the hospital,
800 of those were ventilated in the ICU. If you don’t have
enough ICU beds, you can’t get through it. We’ve crossed
the Rubicon on this. We can’t go back to where we were.”

ǌ Procedural areas such as endoscopy suites,
perioperative suites, post-anesthesia care units, and
operating rooms were identified as flex ICU spaces
because elective procedures were being deferred.
ǌ Patients were also transferred between hospitals to
reduce strain.11
Staff Recruitment: Not only were beds in desperately
short supply, but there were not enough staff members to
provide care for the patients flooding into New York City
hospitals in unprecedented numbers. Staff was recruited
from other states to help meet the need, doctors and
nurses were called out of retirement, and hospital
caregivers got creative.12 The following strategies were
implemented:

- President and CEO of a major New York City hospital
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3.3.1 The ICU is Crucial in A Pandemic

Another issue with these sites is operational. Someone
needs to run them and to care for the patients. Hospitals
and Health Systems must take them on and they simply
do not have enough staff, especially during a pandemic,
to send groups to sites far away from the parent hospital.
Whether designed from scratch or retrofitted, the ideal
scenario for most hospitals is to be able to handle the
surge within the hospital itself.

After the Emergency Department, the ICU is the main line
of defense in a pandemic response. ICUs provide care
to patients with severe or life-threatening illnesses and
injuries which require constant care, close supervision
from life support equipment, and medication to ensure
normal bodily functions. Studies show that 22 percent of
all deaths in the U.S. occur in the ICUs.14

Converted Chicago Hospital: The four week-long
conversion of a shuttered Chicago Hospital to a Tier
2/2A/3, 585 bed, ICU Level, COVID facility was a truly
heroic feat achieved by the design, construction, and
management teams involved. The conversion provides
desperately needed surge capacity for the Chicago area
going forward.

The Intensive Care Unit is a specialized hospital unit
dedicated to the care of patients requiring life-support
and at extremely high risk for organ failure and death.
Death and dying is a daily occurrence in the ICU, forcing
the teams to function in a highly charged emotional
environment characterized by persistent grieving and
moral distress.

As an older facility built for a different function, the
Alternate Care Site faces some challenges not found in
an ICU located in a more modern, operational hospital
building—these include use of ward configurations
instead of private rooms and line-of-sight challenges.

With regards to the physical environment of the ICU
near constant alarms, uneven lighting, poorly placed
equipment, and space limitations can mean that the
physical environment is at best not helpful and at worst
harmful to the goals of team-based critical care.14

4.0 Recommendations

3.3.2 Case Study: ICU vs. Alternate Care Site

4.1 Overall ICU Planning Guidelines for an
Infectious Pandemic Surge

From March through June of 2020, the need for ICU beds
in New York City was so great that several non-hospital
Alternate Care Sites were set up to care for ICU patients.
One of the challenges with these sites is that the facility
construction and configuration is sub-clinical and does
not meet code or the current best-practices of critical
care. Among these were: the Javitz Convention Center,
The United States Naval Service Comfort Hospital Ship,
and the Central Park Tent Hospital.

The following overall ICU planning guidelines draw
from chaos planning protocols and infectious pandemic
surge response recommendations, from lessons learned
during case studies and user interviews, and from design
industry standards and best practices. These guidelines
form the guiding principles that shape the planning
recommendations outlined in this article. They are
outlined in Figure 3.
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Figure 3: Pandemic measure recommendations.8, 9, 15

4.2 ICU Considerations

feedback from front-line clinicians during the first wave
of COVID-19.

4.2.1 Unit Planning
ICU beds, and by extension the ICU itself, were the most
in-demand resource during the spring 2020 COVID-19
surge. The ICU is the most fundamental module in long–
term critical care treatment (compared with the shortterm care received in the Emergency Department). It is
a complex set of spaces that serve to support life-saving
care, the people who are saving lives, and those being
saved.13 The extreme nature of day-to-day ICU practice
has sorely tested ICU design over the years. The COVID19 surge served to test it even further.

4.2.2 Case Study: ICU Space Allocation in Award Winning
ICUs of the Last Two Decades
Study Scope: The study includes a set of 25 adult ICUs
that were awarded between 1993 and 2012 by the
Society of Critical Care Medicine (SCCM), the American
Association of Critical Care Nurses (AACCN), and the
American Institute of Architects/Academy of Architecture
for Health (AIA/AAH) for their efforts to promote the
healing of critically ill and injured patients through the
design of the critical care unit environment.16

It is important that recommendations for the adaptation
of the 12-Bed ICU Unit made to accommodate a future
infectious pandemic surge be responsive to the need.
In addition, suggestions should enhance the bestpractice unit design rather than replace elements that
successfully support patient care and have taken years
to develop. The following recommendations incorporate
studies of the evolution of ICU design as well as crucial

Type: The racetrack layout has been the most dominant
unit type among award winning ICU’s during the
last two decades, since it provides more space and
perimeter wall for more patient rooms with natural light
and outside views, it accommodates more compact
and centralized support and helps reduce the physical
distance from patient rooms to support areas. Some
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Size: An ICU must be large enough to accommodate
appropriately sized patient rooms and support areas
but small enough to allow constant visualization of ICU
patients by care givers and to ensure that care givers are
fully aware of all the people and activities on the floor.
Additionally, the size must support short travel distances
and noise reduction.

studies show that radial units perform better than single
and double corridor units due to better visibility and
shorter walking.16 Figure 4 shows diagrams of some of
the most popular historical ICU layouts.

The SCCM Guidelines recommend maximum 8-12 beds
per unit for better observation. In general, larger ICUs
with more beds have more hospital acquired infections.
The study shows the average number of beds for all the
units was 24, which is a much higher number than the
numbers recommended by SCCM.16

4.2.3 Proposed Infectious Pandemic Surge ICU
Configuration
Proposed 12-Bed ICU Unit Overall Configuration: The
number of beds required is client dependent so solutions
starting with a 12-bed unit that could be expanded to 24
and 48 beds offers flexibility and maintains appropriate
staffing ratios of nurses to beds. The proposed 12-Bed
ICU Unit maintains an overall set of configurations that
allow for efficient, flexible, and effective operations that
translate into optimal patient care. These are outlined
in Figure 5.
Figure 4: ICU configurations, including racetrack layout.

Figure 5: Proposed ICU configuration.
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Proposed 12-Bed ICU Unit Diagram:

4.2.4 The 12-Bed ICU Unit Contributor Wish List

The Proposed Infectious Pandemic Surge 12-Bed ICU
Unit diagram, which will be discussed in detail in this
section, represents the determined functional and
space planning requirements based on the research and
interview data acquired during this study. Figure 6 shows
regular functions, as well as pandemic surge functions.
Some considerations are listed below:

The 12-Bed ICU Unit Contributor Wish List, shown in
Figure 7, represents the three infectious pandemic
surge unit design features most requested by the
users, experts, and design leaders interviewed while
researching this article. These requests, along with a
host of other recommendations and research data,
informed the Proposed 12-Bed ICU Unit design.

ǌ Patient Surge: It is planned to allow for a surge
capacity of 100 percent - or a doubling of patient beds,
which are accommodated at two per patient room.

4.2.5 Addressing 12-Bed ICU Unit Wish List Item #1—
Provide Respite Room

ǌ Support Surge: Staff support, and clinical support
areas are configured to flex up during surge, allowing
for more supplies and more caregivers to be on the
unit.

Diagram—Proposed 12-Bed ICU Unit: Staff Support:
Figure 8 shows design strategies for the proposed ICU
design that support medical staff. During a pandemic
it is essential to maintain the health and safety of the
people who are saving lives. The front-line hospital
workers who reported to work daily during the 2020
March through June COVID-19 surge in New York City
faced overwhelming horrors while treating patients,
friends, and colleagues. The stress of treating people
with an out-of-control mystery virus took an enormous
toll on the health of these workers.

ǌ Isolation Unit: The unit planning supports the
conversion of the unit to a self-contained isolation unit
during infectious pandemics.
ǌ Safety: Other important infection control and staff
amenity features that serve to protect staff as well as
patients are given a high priority.

Figure 6: Proposed ICU layout.
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Figure 7: ICU contributor wish list.

Institutions like Mount Sinai Beth Israel in Manhattan
implemented make-shift respite rooms for staff on
hospital grounds. Self-reported stress dropped 60
percent after just 15 minutes in the rooms.17 The Proposed
ICU design incorporates the following features in support
of the staff:

and the other is a flex consult room located near the
public waiting room.
ǌ On-Call Rooms: Are provided on the floor for Staff who
need to sleep between shifts.
Staff Work:

Staff Respite:

ǌ Work Areas: Are sized for social distancing or
additional staff.

ǌ Permanent Staff Lounge: A permanent Staff Lounge
is provided out of the way at the end of the unit with
direct access to an outdoor terrace. (see 4.4.3 Hospital
Contributor Wish List—outdoor space is another highly
requested item for reducing stress).

ǌ Flexible Work Zones: Nurse Stations back up to flexible
work zones that allow for a variety of configurations.
ǌ Caregiver Substations: Provide enhanced facilities for
charting and patient care (see 4.3.4 The ICU Room for
more information).

ǌ Flex Staff Lounge (off Unit): A second pandemic flex
Staff Lounge is provided off the unit in the waiting
room space which will not be used during a surge
(visitors are not allowed inside the hospital). Providing
respite off the unit is key to limiting distractions.
Keeping it nearby allows staff to return to the unit
quickly if needed. (Note: this space could also be used
for additional workspace).

4.2.6 Addressing 12-Bed ICU Unit Wish List Item #2—Add
More Isolation Units
Current ICU design best practices and regulatory
standards provide for one or two negative pressure
isolation rooms per unit to house the small number of
infectious patients that enter the hospital for treatment
on a daily basis. During an infectious pandemic, this

ǌ Quiet Rooms: Two quiet rooms are provided as well.
One is on the unit (can also flex as a lactation room)
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Diagram—Proposed 12-Bed ICU Unit: Isolation

number becomes woefully inadequate. For this reason,
hospitals are increasingly interested in designing whole
units with the ability to flex into negative pressure
isolation units in emergency situations. This can be
a challenging and expensive proposition. Even more
challenging is the recent hospital demand for retrofits
that will allow existing units to flex.

The proposed ICU, shown in Figure 9, is designed to allow
the conversion of a 12-Bed ICU Unit into an isolation unit
during an infectious pandemic.
ǌ Mechanical (HVAC) System: The unit HVAC system must
be separate from that of the main hospital and contain
the proper filtration (see Case Study below).

The Case for Isolation Units

ǌ Ante Room: An ante room is provided at the entry and
a smoke barrier is installed around the unit to ensure
that the proper air pressure is maintained, and that no
infection can spread beyond the unit itself.

ǌ Respiratory Transmission: The 2017 Johns Hopkins
Bloomberg School of Public Health Center for Health
Security paper, The Characteristics of Pandemic
Pathogens, states that the respiratory route is the
mechanism of transmission most likely to lead to
pandemic spread. This is because interventions to
interrupt this method of spread are more difficult to
implement. Isolation Units are one such method.

ǌ Dedicated Elevator: A dedicated service/patient
elevator is provided to minimize mixing infected
patients with the general population and minimize
outside incursions into the unit.

ǌ Cohorting: Placing patients infected with the same
pathogen in the same unit is recommended by the
CDC, WHO, Johns Hopkins Bloomberg School of Public
Health.

ǌ Infection Control: Additional infection control facilities
are provided for gowning rooms (flexed Offices) and
handwashing stations.

ǌ PPE: Some clinicians and health organizations feel
Isolation Units can reduce the need for donning and
doffing each time a caregiver enters a patient room.
Some clinicians feel that patient safety mandates
continuing this practice even in Isolation.

Figure 8: ICU staff support.
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Figure 9: ICU design for the Isolation Unit.

4.2.7 Case Study:
Retrofit Test Model

Successful

Isolation

Unit

since the onset of the COVID-19 pandemic and deserves
further study.

The concept of a Flex Isolation Unit that can function as a
regular unit until needed during an infectious pandemic
has not yet commonly been put into practice. There are
a few hospitals today which have such units, including
Chicago’s Rush University Medical Center designed by
Perkins&Will in 2012. Developing a cost-effective way
to retrofit an existing unit to meet the requirements of
an isolation unit is something that is much in demand

In 2015, the Association for Professionals in Infection
Control and Epidemiology conducted a study whereby
an existing ICU unit was temporarily retrofitted to
create an isolation unit.18 Air flow measurements were
taken and found to be within an acceptable range for
preventing infection spread.18 Please see Figure 10. Some
useful take-aways are as follows:

Figure 10: Successful Temporary Isolation Unit retrofit test model.18
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ǌ Functioning Hospital: A functioning hospital in the San
Francisco Bay Area was used.

not be worn into more than one room.19 While reusing
PPE when treating more than one patient may continue
to protect the caregiver, it will expose the patient to
previous patients’ infections. In the case of COVID19, it has been shown that increased viral load carries
increased morbidity.20

ǌ Chosen Ward: The chosen ward was located on a
top floor where it could be effectively isolated. It had
an existing dedicated air handling unit, a dedicated
bathroom exhaust system, and a firewall separating it
from the rest of the hospital.

Placing multiple PPE cabinets and disposal bins between
rooms (instead of forcing care givers to don and doff in a
gowning room that may be far from the patient bedside)
considerably improves the workflow for staff working in
those rooms. The amount of PPE gear required can be
considerable depending upon the infection, as shown
in the chart below, and must be accommodated for
sufficiently in the design.21 Figure 11 depicts sample PPE
requirements.

ǌ Modifications: The Air Handling Unit (AHU) was set
to 100 percent outside air and 100 percent exhaust.
HEPA-filtered negative-air machines were operated in
the ante room created at the entry. The fire doors were
closed to seal the unit off.

4.2.8 Addressing ICU Wish List Item #3—Give Us
PPE Cabinets

Diagram—Proposed 12-Bed ICU Unit: Clinical Support

Best practice dictates that staff must put on fresh PPE
each time they enter an infectious person’s room. Upon
leaving, the used PPE must be taken off and disposed
of properly (or cleaned and re-used). The PPE should

Figure 12 shows design strategies for clinical support:
ǌ Distributed PPE Cabinets (see 4.3.4 The ICU Room for
more information)

Figure 11: Required PPE chart for sample illnesses.19, 21

Figure 12: ICU design strategies for clinical support.
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Figure 13: ICU technology solutions.22

ǌ Enlarged Clinical Support Spaces: One of the biggest
lessons learned during the COVID-19 pandemic is that
some of the clinical support spaces are not currently
sized to handle pandemic volumes. Supply rooms are
the obvious culprits, but the environmental services
closets and the soiled utility rooms also need to be
bigger than the current code requires in order to
handle the volume of waste generated in a crisis event.

4.2.9 ICU Unit Technology Solutions
In addition to developments in clinical planning with
regards to accommodating an infectious pandemic
surge, new technologies are being developed every
day to enhance and facilitate care. One of the most
important considerations in technological advancement
as it relates to healthcare is that it needs to respond to a
particular need. Technology cannot be implemented for
technology’s sake. It needs to support the people who
use it. Some recent new ICU unit technology solutions
are outlined in Figure 13.

In the Proposed 12-Bed ICU Unit Plan, clinical support
spaces are up-sized approximately 8-10 percent (see
section 5.3 Space Program). Additional flex pandemic
storage is provided off-unit in a conference room.

4.3 The ICU Room

ǌ Disneyland Concept: Major supply storage and waste
rooms are back-fed through a dedicated elevator
lobby by a dedicated elevator allowing material to be
transported without coming into contact with patients.

4.3.1 Proposed Infectious Pandemic Surge ICU Room
The proposed Infectious Pandemic 12-Bed ICU Unit is
planned to allow for a surge capacity of 100 percent - or
a doubling of patient beds, which are accommodated
at two per patient room. Because the cost of hospital
construction can be upwards of $1,000 per square foot
(varies by state), increasing the size of the patient room

ǌ Imaging Alcoves: Larger imaging alcoves are provided
to make sure portable imaging can be provided on
the unit, keeping fragile, infectious patients in their
rooms.19
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Figure 14: Proposed ICU room configuration.

to accommodate two patients in a surge situation can
be prohibitive. For this reason, configuring the room to
work for two patients as well as one becomes imperative.

Diagram—Proposed ICU Room Configuration: The
proposed ICU Room configuration, shown in Figure 14,
accommodates two patients as follows:

When doubling-up patients in a room, it is important
to remember that there may be half a dozen people in
those rooms at any one time: nurses, doctors, respiratory
therapists, someone doing dialysis, etc. Code required
clearances may be relaxed during an emergency but
functional clearances must be maintained. During the
spring 2020 COVID-19 surge, family sleep couches, side
tables, and guest chairs were moved out of the rooms to
allow caregivers space to work.

ǌ Maintaining Proper Clearances: Facility Guidelines
Institute (FGI) and the California Office of Statewide
Health Planning and Development (OSHPD) clearances
for one bed are maintained. Relaxed clearances, which
are functional and historically allowable by regulatory
agencies, are maintained for two beds.23
ǌ Toilet Room Configuration: This is modified to ensure
clearances for two beds. It is located outboard (on the
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outer wall) to provide maximum visibility by caregivers
from the hallway.

4.3.2 Case Study: ICU Room Challenges—New York
City, COVID-19

ǌ Equipment: Space for infectious pandemic equipment
(ventilators, dialysis, etc.) is provided.

Alcoves Between Rooms: The PPE shortage due to supply
chain failure, along with the unknown nature of COVID19 transmission at the time, caused caregivers to employ
extraordinary measures to stay out of the patient rooms.
Staff separated control boards from ventilators so they
could adjust their settings and monitor patients from the
hallway and moved what equipment they could outside
the patient room doors, adding leads that snaked across
floors. This created dangerous tripping hazards that
could not only cause staff injury but endanger patient
care if the plug for a lifesaving piece of equipment was
pulled out of the wall.

Diagram—2 Patients in 1 Room: Providing Services:
Doubling up on additional service infrastructure (booms,
headwalls, etc.) can also be prohibitively expensive for
health systems to consider. Figure 15 shows a diagram for
design strategies that can be used to provide services for
two patients in one room.
To mitigate cost, additional outlets can provided on
the primary patient’s delivery system (headwall, boom,
in-wall unit) or an in-wall unit can be added directly
over the secondary patient bed location to provide
the additional services. Consideration must be given
to making sure the leads for the equipment can reach
the patient.

Equipment:
ǌ Dialysis: Due to the unknown nature of COVID-19, the
need for dialysis in COVID patients surprised hospitals

Figure 15: Proposed services delivery for two patients in one room.
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during the spring 2020 surge and they did not have
enough machines to treat them. Dialysis services are
vital to the treatment of many pandemic conditions.
Often dialysis is provided through an outside contract.
The service provides portable dialysis machines that
can be wheeled into the rooms. Because dialysis uses
specially treated water, it is important to make sure the
mobile dialysis machines have self-contained water
reservoirs. There also may be stations in the hospital
where the machines can be refilled.

same ventilator settings. Medical equipment planners
state that hospitals ideally should plan for providing
at least one ventilator per room. Unfortunately, most
current equipment budgets will not accommodate
that. The medical equipment industry is developing
inexpensive ventilators with more capacity in the wake
of COVID-19.

4.3.3 The ICU Room Contributor Wish List

ǌ Ventilators: Ventilators are key to treating lifethreatening respiratory infections. During the spring
2020 COVID-19 surge, many hospitals that were short
on ventilators retrofitted their existing machines to
support two patients. One of the biggest problems with
treating two people on one machine is that, while each
person breathes differently, they had to be on the exact

The following ICU Room Contributor Wish List, shown
in Figure 16, represents the three infectious pandemic
surge room design features most requested by the
users, experts, and design leaders interviewed while
researching this article. These requests, along with a host
of other recommendations and research data, informed
the proposed ICU Room design.

Figure 16: ICU Room contributor wish list.
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4.3.4 Addressing ICU Room Wish List Items #1, #2, and #3

in current ICU design. The proposed patient room
enlarges this station to include patient monitors and
accommodation for PPE. In the isolation room, the ante
room has been revised in a similar manner.

Diagram—Proposed ICU Room Adaptations: Figure 17
shows proposed ICU Room adaptations:
ǌ Adding Windows: Visualization is key in every ICU
setting and is mandated by code. In an infectious
pandemic setting where the patient’s condition is more
volatile and the progression of symptoms can even be
unknown, it is even more crucial. Nurses interviewed
report being able to tell when their patients stopped
being able to breathe just by looking at them through
windows. It is important to note that acute care patient
rooms, which may flex as ICU during surge, also need
windows in the doors.

ǌ Adding More Isolation Rooms: Isolation rooms are
expensive to build and difficult to use for regular
patients when no isolation patients are present (ante
room use must be maintained. Bypassing the ante room
by using the regular sliding doors, which is a quicker and
more convenient way to enter the room if the patient
is not infectious, will cause alarms to sound as the
pressure differential between the room and the hallway
is disturbed). Codes in most states mandate a minimum
of one per unit. A surge situation, where numbers have
not reached crisis levels, benefits from more isolation
rooms.24 The proposed ICU design provides an optional
two isolation rooms per unit.

ǌ Taking Monitors Out of the Rooms: Keeping staff out of
the patient rooms as much as possible is emerging as a
best practice during an infectious pandemic situation.
A charting station is often provided between two rooms

Figure 17: ICU Room adaptations.
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Figure 18: HVAC solutions for Airborne Infectious Isolation Rooms.24, 25

4.3.5 ICU Room HVAC Solutions—Airborne Infectious
Isolation (AII) Rooms

4.3.6 ICU Room Technology Solutions
In addition to developments in clinical planning with
regards to accommodating an infectious pandemic
surge, new technologies are being developed every day
to enhance and facilitate care. Some recent new ICU
room technology solutions are outlined in Figure 19.

Negative pressure isolation patient rooms help contain
the spread of pathogens in a unit by using the pressure
differential to keep the infected air from spreading out of
the isolation rooms. The ante room acts as an additional
buffer. These rooms must exhaust directly to the outside
and not recirculate the air into the main hospital HVAC
system.25 See Figure 18.

Figure 19: Technology Solutions for ICU Patient Room.22
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4.4 The Hospital
4.4.1 Keeping the Hospital Healthy
Flow: Although the ICU is the focus of this study, it is not
an island. Understanding it means understanding how
it fits into the larger hospital. Infectious pandemic surge
planning must consider how staff, infectious patients, and
supplies get in and get out. The safety of the patients and
the staff in the unit, as well as the safety of everyone they
come into contact with inside the hospital, is dependent
on creating flows that minimize the spread of disease
from the minute they enter through the front door of the
hospital building.
During a pandemic, managing patient flow is especially
important. Directing patients with different needs to
different entrances can avoid overcrowding at the main
entrance. For staffing and budgetary purposes, it is
important to note that additional staff will be needed to
screen and direct patients at the various entrances. That
staff will be serving on the front line of the pandemic
and will be in contact with many potentially infectious
people. They will need additional PPE and appropriate
workstations with barriers.

Operations: Keeping the hospital healthy means keeping
the hospital viable. It is vital that we try and help these
life-saving institutions stay as fully operational as
possible during a Pandemic. Surgery is the lifeblood of
the institution and clinicians and planners are studying
how to keep this department fully functional in an
infectious environment.

4.4.2 Case Study: Preventing the Spread—New York
City, COVID-19
Minimize Patients in the Hospital: Solutions to reduce
the number of patients at one time in the hospital and
allow for social distancing include:
ǌ Preregistration: Patients can fill out time-consuming
paperwork at home and streamline the admitting
process.
ǌ Just-in-time: Patients must be seen at the times of their
appointments—no waiting.
ǌ Telemedicine/E-ICU: Allows patients to be seen from
home and hospitals to communicate virtually.26

Figure 20: Hospital contributor wish list.
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Social Distancing: One of the biggest new challenges is
accommodating social distancing. Hospital leadership
interviewees state that at the height of the pandemic,
when everything was “so scary and so uncertain,” it
was almost easier than it is now. Once things started
to return to the “new normal,” hospitals started seeing
patients come back. They added elective surgeries
back on the schedule. Suddenly, they were getting preCOVID volumes back in their spaces that were designed
to accommodate patients at three feet apart vs. six
feet apart.

Most elevators currently lack the proper air changes to
minimize the spread of airborne infection. Retrofits are
becoming available to address this issue. Refer to Figure
21 for more information.

4.4.3 The Hospital Contributor Wish List
The following Hospital Contributor Wish List, shown in
Figure 20, represents the three infectious pandemic surge
hospital design features with regards to hospital design
most requested by the users, experts, and design leaders
interviewed while researching this article.

Patient Transport: regarding safe infectious patient
transport are rapidly evolving. The ideal solution of
providing completely separate circulation systems
for infectious and non-infectious patients is currently
prohibitive from both a spatial configuration and a
budget perspective. Transporting infectious patients
with proper PPE on, or with tenting if needed, through
the usual hallways for short periods of time is currently
deemed safe. A transport alert can be issued. Security
can clear the hallways and the patient elevator. Staff
should also wear full PPE during transport.

4.4.4 Addressing Hospital Wish List Item #1—Manage
Infectious Patients
Limiting the contact between infectious and noninfectious patients is vital to preventing hospitals from
becoming super-spreaders during a pandemic.26 Figure
21 outlines methods for managing the circulation of
infectious patients in a hospital setting.

Figure 21: Hospital circulation strategies to manage infectious patients.
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4.4.5 Addressing Hospital Wish List Item #2—Add
Waiting Room Space

infectious and non-infectious patients within the Surgery
Department by implementing isolation operating rooms
with dedicated circulation and support is key to surviving
the next wave and future pandemics to come. Figure 23
outlines some key features for the creation of an isolation
operating room, including the desired flow of infectious
within the overall surgical suite.

Managing the numbers of patients that come into the
hospital is an effective way to maximize waiting room
space without physically adding to the size of the room.
Figure 22 outlines methods for increasing waiting room
capacity without adding extra square footage.

4.4.7 Case Study: Minimizing Supply—Chain Shortages—
New York City, COVID-19

4.4.6 Addressing Hospital Wish List Item #3—Provide
Isolation Operating Rooms

Logistics planners note that the supply chain difficulties
experienced by the COVID-19 response have raised
awareness regarding the critical importance of an
effective supply chain. At minimum, reliable supplies
of test-kits, equipment, pharmaceuticals, and PPE are
essential to a continuous, successful response.

The operating room not only provides a vital function
for the delivery of patient care, but it is also the main
source of revenue for the hospital. It is crucial that the
economic health of our hospitals is maintained so they
can remain operational during infectious pandemics
when we most need them. The scope of the economic
fallout from shutting down surgical suites across the
country that occurred during the 2020 March through
June COVID-19 pandemic (to prevent the spread of the
disease) has yet to be calculated but it is estimated
to be devastating. Planning for the separation of

Consolidated Service Center: The current operational
approach to supply chain logistics focuses on a justin-time model, where hospitals and health systems
rely heavily on their distributor(s) for daily deliveries of
primary medical and surgical supplies. A recent trend

Figure 22: Hospital waiting solutions to increase capacity.
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Figure 23: Hospital isolation operating room.27, 28

has created the same capability through a systemowned Consolidated Service Center (CSC). Instead of
relying on outside sources that may not come through
during an emergency, the hospital can draw from a
proprietary off-site warehouse CSC for supplies.6 Figure
24 outlines various viable supply distribution strategies
recommended by logistics consultants which can be used
in tandem if desired.

Figure 24: Supply distribution strategies.
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Figure 25: Hospital technology solutions.22

4.4.8 Hospital Technology Solutions

respond to an infectious pandemic and is reasonable
(financially, operationally) for hospitals and systems to
build (or adapt).

In addition to developments in clinical planning with
regards to accommodating an infectious pandemic
surge, new technologies are being developed every
day to enhance and facilitate care. Figure 25 shows
some new technologies that help manage infectious
pandemics within hospitals.

5.2 Meeting the Need
Meeting the overall need in a way that hospitals
can afford and operate means leveraging the assets
provided in a traditional ICU Unit design to allow the
Unit to flex in times of infectious pandemic surge. This
means that many of the components that make up the
regular ICU will have dual-functions.

Technological devices are sometimes referred to as “toys.”
If not properly deployed, these expensive devices are
toy-like. The key to proper deployment in a healthcare
environment is understanding the workflow and the
danger points within that workflow then identifying a
technology that can reduce the risk or replace that part
of the workflow with something else that is safe.

Some Examples of this strategy are:
ǌ Flexing: Rooms that will not be used during a
pandemic, (i.e., waiting rooms, patient education
(multipurpose in California), consultation), will be used
for needed pandemic functions such as: additional
storage, work, and respite areas.

5.0 Conclusion
5.1 Defining the Need

ǌ Smoke Barriers: Will double as infection control
barriers when flexing a unit for Isolation. Dedicated
support instead of support shared between units is
required in this configuration.

The research documented in this article began with the
desire to identify a need. This led to conversations and
interviews with front-line workers, designers, strategists,
and various experts. It continued with synthesis,
analysis, and formulation of design strategies.

ǌ Patient Room Headwalls and Booms: Will be situated
to allow two patients in one room without impacting
day-to-day workflow. Rather than doubling-up on

Simply put, the need identified through this effort
is for an ICU that is designed to be prepared to
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Figure 26: Infectious pandemic surge ICU program.
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Figure 26: Infectious pandemic surge ICU program (Continued).

ǌ Departmental Gross Square Footage: Applying a
standard ICU grossing factor of 1.6 to the overall net
square footage of the Infectious Pandemic Surge ICU
Program (8,465 SF) yields 13,544 Departmental Gross
Square Footage—a modest increase of eight percent
(1,064 DGSF) over the 12,480 DGSF Traditional Program.

these expensive services, additional outlets will be
added to augment capacity.
ǌ Work Areas: Will be configured for maximum
efficiency, flexibility, and expandability and to keep
staff safe in day-to-day as well as infectious pandemic
surge circumstances.

ǌ DGSF Per Key Planning Unit: The Infectious Pandemic
Surge ICU Program results in 1,129 DGSF per patient
room vs. the Traditional Program at 1,040 DGSF. It is
slightly above industry recommendations, which fall
between 800 DGSF and 1,100 DGSF.

5.3 Space Program
To ensure the highest standard of baseline critical care
is incorporated, the following Infectious Pandemic Surge
ICU Space Program was developed using a Traditional
Best Practice ICU Space Program as its foundation

The Infectious Pandemic Surge ICU Program is
represented side-by side with the Traditional Program in
Figure 26, and the resulting additional square footage
investment is calculated. Infectious Pandemic Surge
Program elements that differ from the Traditional
Program are highlighted in yellow.

The infectious pandemic surge elements outlined in
this paper are incorporated into the program. Special
consideration has been given to the grossing factors to
prevent added square footage from making the solution
unaffordable for healthcare systems.
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